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Violinist Josie Quick and guitarist Tom Carleno want us to think that 

their new release Dance of Two Souls is a chronicle of their past and 

future journeys, and it is that. In reality however, it’s a love story. The 

album is thirteen tracks of contemporary and Spanish infused 

instrumentals that dance as one for the spirit and celebrate everyday 

living and loving. This is what happens when two music teachers are let 

loose on their own. Fortunately, for us, it’s a good thing. Then there’s the 

subliminal part. Quick and Carleno have always been a great a pairing. If you’ve met them, then 

you know they are two inseparable romantics, both with a quirky sense of humor. They are 

complementary in every way, especially when it comes to music. That’s the love story part. 

The album begins with the animated tune, Sunsplash.  Bright, energizing, and playful, it is an 

ocean side view to a sunny day. There is a salty tang in the air, waves are rushing to the beach, 

and all is right with your world. You should be dancing. The Happy Song didn’t have any 

cowbell, but the triangle seemed to do the job. This gallivanting tune revels in a life worth living. 

Quick’s violin is like the mariposa, the butterfly that flutters through our lives adding color and 

beauty. This is the real butterfly effect. 

When you see the wispy characters on the cover art, you can tell these are the two souls in the 

title tune, Dance of Two Souls. There is a sultry heat to these spirits as they dance, intertwining, 

separating, and swirling about just like the music. The romance is on. Dos Gringos is Carleno’s 

flamboyant flamenco guitar tune is barely tamed with a vibrant violin pairing. It is an upbeat 

song that will make you want to cheer. It has a great deal of forward momentum almost as if we 

are witness to a chase in the desert. Dust clouds fly, the sun beats down, and the horizon is in the 

distance. 

Viaje del Corazón. This my favorite on the album. I just loved the melody. There is popping 

percussion by Christian Teele that sets up the jaunty beat, Quick’s violin in the lead, and 

Carleno taking a turn to make this a more than successful road trip. Incorporating a genre you 

don’t hear about much anymore, but is always fun, the song Swinging Cats has a little Western 

Swing motif. It was the west’s answer to Big Band Sound that included a little bit of everything, 

polka, jazz, and a touch of the blues. You can’t help but sway to this one. It’s great for dancing 

with yourself in front of the mirror. Then the duo knocks out an old familiar tune and does it 

quite well. Summertime, the 1934 chestnut by George Gershwin is lazy, low key, and free. Josie 

and Tom each take a turn at the refrain and it balances out smoothly. Even if you’ve never heard 

it before, you will like it. Pass me another mint julep. 

Esmeralda, featuring a sophisticated violin melody, is a mysterious as it is melodic. The much-

misunderstood life of Victor Hugo’s gypsy girl is transformed into an ornate, dynamic song. Her 

life is devoted to dancing, her love unrequited. The only thing she possesses is her own soul. And 

yes, her spirit is boundless.  



Por Causa de Você, the finale to Dance of Two Souls has that bossa nova tempo and a sincere, 

happy objective. “Because of You” is a love song that celebrates the warm smile from across the 

room. It is the spark in the eyes of one so in love. It is the unspoken words that binds two hearts 

as if they were formed as one from the very beginning of time. Tom’s vigorous Spanish guitar 

dances around Josie’s playful violin and both always in simpatico.   

These songs can be enjoyed anywhere, anytime. All you need is a little sun or a sky full of stars. 

On the cruise. On the road. Or on the other hand, just for a party of two. The romance is strong, 

the melodies tropical, and the emotions genuine. Highly recommended.  

- R J Lannan, Artisan Music Reviews  


